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High-Brightness Injectors for Hadron Colliders

Thomas P. Wangler

Accelerator Technology Division, MS-H817
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

1 Introduction

The counterrotating beams in collider rings consist of trains of beam bunches with NB
particles per bunch, spaced a distance SB apart. When the bunches collide, the interaction
rate is determined by the luminosity, which is defined as the interaction rate per unit cross
section. For head-on collisions between cylindrical Gaussian beams moving at speed _c,
the luminosity is given by

L=
47ra2S B ' (1-.1)

where a is the rms beam size projected onto a transverse plane (the two transverse planes
are assumed identical) at the interaction point. This beam size depends on the rms emit-
tapce of the beam and the focusing strength, and is given by

. ]1/2
(1.2)

where e, is the transverse normalized rms emittance, which is a measure of the 2-D phase-
space ar0a in each transverse plane, and is defined in terms of the second moments of the
beam distribution. Our convention is to use the true rms normalized emittance, without
factors of 4 or 6 that are sometimes used. The quantity ft* is the Courant-Snyder betatron
amplitude function at the interaction point, a characteristic of the focusing lattice, and 7
is the relativistic Lorentz factor. Using this expression for a, the luminosity becomes

N27_2c (1.3)
L = 47r_*e,SB "

Achieving high luminosity at a given energy, and at practical values of/_* and So, re-
NB/e, , which implies high intensity and small emittance.quires a large value for the ratio 2

Thus, specification of the luminosity sets the requirements for beam intensity and emit-
tance, and establishes the requirements on the performance of the injector to the collider
ring. In general, for fixed Na, the luminosity can be increased if _n can be reduced.

The minimum emittance of the collider is limited by the performance of
the injector; consequently the design of the injector is of great importance for the
ultimate performance of the collider. As a numerical example of luminosity that
one hopes to achieve, we consider the SSC design. 1 Assuming NB = 0.75x 10l° protons
per bunch, 7 = 21x103, _ = 1,/J* = 0.5 m, ¢,7r = lx10-67r m-rad, SB = 5 m, we obtain
a = 4.9x10 -6 m, and L = 1.1xl0 aa cm -2 s-1.



1.1 Injector System Architecture

The injector system for a collider is itself a major high-energy accelerator facility.
It consists of a dc injector, an rf linac, and a multistaged synchrotron accelerator. There
are practical reasons for this sequence of accelerators, each of which is ideal within a
given energy range, which allows the beam energy to be raised by orders of magnitude
while maintaining high intensity and low beam emittances. As will be discribed later,
the emittances can grow for a variety of reasons specific to each individual section, and
for maximum luminosity the emittance growth in each of these sections must be carefully
controlled.

The H- beam for a p-p collider originates in the ion source, from which the beam is
extracted and injected into the linac for further acceleration. H- ions are chosen because,

using multiturn injection through a stripper foil into a synchrotron ring, 2 a large circulating
current of H + ions can be formed by the overlaying of many turns into the same phase-
space area. Because many turns can be used to fill the ring, the procedure does not
require a large current in the ion source and linac, and this reduces the linac space-charge
problems. The output beam from the linac can be allowed to debunch, and subsequently be
rebunched after injection into the ring at an rf frequency unrelated to the linac frequency.
Alternatively the bunch structure from the linac can be maintained, and the bunches can
be injected into preexisting buckets in a ring, whose rf frequency is synchronized with
that of the linac. After acceleration to full energy in the lowest energy ring, the beam
is extracted in a single turn, transported, and injected into the next ring, which has a

larger circumference, consistent with it's higher output energy. The process is repeated,
and beams can be stacked end-to-end until the second ring is full. Then acceleration of the
H + beam in the second ring brings the beam to the full energy of the second ring, where
it can be single-turn extracted and transferred to the next ring. This process of stacking
and transferring beams continues until both collider rings are filled with beams from the
injector system.

The advantages of using a multistage synchrotron for a high-brightness injector 3
include two technical reasons: 1) reduced rf frequency range for each ring, and 2) avoidance
of low-field operation of the magnets, where the field quality is not as good. Also, an
important fundamental reason for a multistage design is the space-charge force, which
causes a spread in the transverse (betatron) single-particle oscillation frequencies (tunes)
and can result in excitation of beam resonances, with consequent growth of emittance and
loss of beam. The effect of the space-charge forces is to defocus the beam and consequently
to reduce the net focusing, or cause a downward shift of the transverse tune. The expression
for the space-charge-induced tune shift 4'5 is

/kv- --rpNT F G H
' (1.4)

where rp = e 2/47r_omC2(1.535 x 10-]sm for the proton), NT is the total number of particles
in the ring, F describes the image forces from the vacuum chamber and magnet poles
(F _ 1 when image terms can be neglected), G describes the transverse density distribution
(G = 1 for uniform, 2 for parabolic, and 1.56 for Gaussian beams), and H is a correction

for an elliptical beam (H = 1/2 for a circular beam). The quantity/) is a bunching factor,

the ratio of bunch length to bunch spacing (smaller/_ corresponds to more bunching). For
further discussion we will assume a circular parabolic beam, whose image forces can be

ignored; then F G H = 1. For a ring with circumference C, we may write NT = NBC/SB.



Substituting this into Eq. (1.4) gives

-rpNBC F G H

Au = 4rr_,72/3S B B " (1.5)

For a given choice of the operating tune, there is a limit on IAvl to avoid serious
resonances and loss of the beam. For a uniform beam the tune shift for all particles is
the same, and the shift could in principle be canceled by increasing the external focus-
ing. For a nonuniform beam distribution, the full tune shift is experienced only by the
small-amplitude particles, and IAvl also approximately represents the space-charge tune
spread of the beam. Then a simple cancellation is not obtained for all the particles and
one must restrict ]Au I. The maximum admissible value for IAul depends on the reso-
nances near the beam operating points and their effective widths or stopbands. When
a particle tune lies within a stopband, a large growth of the amplitude occurs, leading
eventually to loss of the particles. A common rule-of-thumb for design to avoid dangerous
resonances is to keep the tune spread below about 0.25. We see that IAul is largest at the in-
jection (lowest) energy, where _72 is smallest. For the SSC low-energy booster, at 600 MeV
where ft.),2 = 2.13, we assume/_ = 0.25, _, = 0.6x 10-6 m-rad, C = 540 m, SB -- 5 rh, NB =
1.0xl01°, G = 1.56(Gaussian), F = 1, and H = 1/2. The tune shift calculated from Eq.
(1.4) is IAvl = 0.32, slightly larger than the conventional rule of thumb. Values of IAvl =
0.37 at the Fermilab booster, 6 and IAvl = 0.6 at the CERN booster 7 have been achieved.
These results have shown that some compensation for the effects of the resonances can be
obtained experimentally, allowing larger tune shifts and higher brightness performance in
the rings.

For given values of NB, SB, and _,, we see from Eq. (1.5) that IAvl can be reduced
by reducing the ring circumference C, or increasing the bunching factor B, or increasing
the injection energy. Increasing the injection energy helps for three reasons: 1) reduces the
total self force (factor of 72), because of the larger magnetic self force at higher energies,
2) increases relativistic inertia (factor of 7), and 3) increases the revolution frequency
corresponding to a stronger focusing force for a given tune v, because tune is defined
as the ratio of betatron frequency to revolution frequency. Larger /) helps because it
reduces the peak current. Reduced circumference helps because it increases the revolution
frequency for a given v.

The bunching factor is determined by the choice of synchronous phase, which also
affects the acceleration rate. If/_ is fixed, there are two practical ways of reducing IAv],
1) increasing the injection energy, and 2) decreasing the ring circumference C. The latter
choice would be at the expense of reduced final energy (for a given lattice and maximum
dipole field). Thus, achieving an acceptable value for IAul can limit both the injection and
final energies, and provides a fundamental reason for a multistage synchrotron.

2 Emittance Concept and Definitions

Beams are composed of collections of particles, which can be described by six nor-
realized phase-space coordinates (z, APx/mc, y, APy/mc, zAPz,/mc). The longitudinal
coordinates can be given in terms of either position and normalized momentum differ-
ences relative to a synchronous or reference particle (z, APz/mc), or time and kinetic
energy differences (At, AW), or phase and kinetic energy differences (A¢,AW), with
AC = 2treAt/A, where A is the rf wavelength. In general we can talk about a 6-D phase-
space distribution that describes the beam at any location in the accelerator.



As the beam is transported and accelerated, the distribution obeys LiouviUe's
theorem, s provided that the proper conditions are satisfied. These are that 1) the conti-
nuity equation is valid in 6-D phase space, which means that no particles are created or
lost, and 2) the forces are derivable from a potential function that depends only on the
three spatial coordinates and time. Subject to these requirements the theorem states that
the density in 6-D phase space, measured along the trajectory of a particle, is invariant,
or equivalently that the 6-D volume enclosed by any isodensity contour is invariant. Only
when the motion is uncoupled, so that the three 2-D phase-space projections (x, APx/mc),
(y, AP_/rnc), and (z, APz/rnc) are independent, does Liouville's theorem apply separately
in each of these projections. 9

For the more general case where the beam particles interact with each other through
their mutual Coulomb forces, the forces are not in principle derivable from a potential
function that depends only on the three spatial coordinates. But, in rr:ost circumstances
for practical beams, these interactions can be accurately described by an average collective
potential, arising from the contributions of ali the particles, and individual binary Coulomb
collisions represent only a small effect. Under these circumstances, Liouville's theorem
remains a good approximation. The condition for which the binary Coulomb _ollisions can
be ignored and the self interactions treated as a collective space-charge force, is that the
number of particles, No, within a Debye sphere is much greater than unity. 1° Thus

>>1 (2.1)No -- n-_

where n is the nominal beam density, and nonrelativistically

.km--" V/eokT/ne 2 (2.2)

is the Debye length of the beam, where kT = mc2e2n/a 2. This criterion reflects
the idea that the forces on a given particle from binary Coulomb collisions are important
only for particles within approximately a sphere of radius equal to )_D. The perturbing
influence of individual particles further away than h D is small because of the shielding
effect of the other charges. Thus, particles further than hD contribute only to the longer-
range collective force. Within the Debye sphere the effect of individual collisions is also
not important, when there are a lot of other particles in the sphere that can exert forces
to approximately cancel the force of any single particle. For an equivalent uniform beam,
whose total beam radius is twi_e the rms size of the beam, and for the case of a spherical
bunch geometry, we find

47r eomc 2 (2.3)ND--" 3nl/2 e2

where n is the density and a is the rms beam size in any projection. If the Debye lengf,h
is larger than the beam radius, ali particles in the bunch are contained within a Deybe
sphere, and the criterion expressed by Eq. (2.1) is repla_ed by Ns >> 1, where Ns is
the number of particles in the bunch. For practical high-intensity beams, for example in
!ow-energy linacs, we find that "_D _ a, ND >> 1, and Liouville's theorem is a good approx-
imation. As an example, we consider a bunched 1-MEV, 25-mA proton beam in a 400-MHz
linac, with an rms normalized emittance of e,_r = 0.27r mm-rad, and an rms beam
size of x_,_, = 1 mm. The number of particles per bunch is Ns = I),/ec = 3.9x10 s,
kT = mc2(e,_/a) 2 = 38 eV, and the density is n= 1.2×1016 m -3. This corresponds to



)_D _-- 0.42 mm, and ND -- 3.7x106 >> 1, so that Liouville's theorem should be a very good
approximation.

The total emittances for an idealized hard-edged uniform 2-D phase-space distri-
bution in our convention are defined as 1/Tr times the phase-space area. This definition
corresponds to the product of the semi-axes of an ellipse, and it is useful because the dis-
tributions of beams that are matched when only linear forces are present have concentric
elliptical contours. For real beams, t,owever, the phase-space density is usually nonuniform,
and rarely are the phase-space boundaries sharp. Also the elliptical contours can become
broadened or deformed by processes that violate Liouville's theorem, such as scattering or
collimation, and can become deformed by forces that couple the degrees of freedom, by
nonlinear forces arising from beam-optical aberrations, or by space-charge forces associated
with nonuniform density distributions. For a single degree of freedom the deformation from
nonlinear forces takes the appearance of a filamentation of an initial elliptical phase space
distribution, and is fundamentally a consequence of dependence of the particle oscillation
frequency on variables such as amplitude, energy, etc., so that different particles rotate in
phase space at different rates. Unless a beam is properly matched, which is not always
possible, these filamentation-type distortions further increase some amplitudes , especially
of the outermost particles in phase space, and result in an increase in the average beam
size. As the filamentation process continues, the phase-space distribution can take a shape
much like a spiral galaxy, as regions devoid of particles are captured within outer spiral
arms. Because the average phase-space density including the empty regions decreases,
the process is sometimes referred to as emittance dilution. For two and three degrees of
freedom with coupled nonlinear forces, the projection of outer filaments onto 2-D phase
space plots can create a diffuse outer halo.

The resulting increase in rms beam size can be attributed to an increase in effective
emittance of the beam. The magnitude of this effective emittance will depend both on
processes that violate Liouville's theorem and on processes that cause distortions and
filamentations in the distribution. A convenient definition of an effective emittance that
has these properties and is applicable to all distributions, is the normalized rms emittance,
which for the x-direction is defined, using the Sacherer definition, 11 in terms of the second
moments of the distribution z 2, p_/(mc) 2, and _-_pr/(mc) as

= - /(mc). (2.4)

In the paraxial approximation for the transverse motion, the divergence x' is related
to the transverse momentum component p_, by px = rnc_ 'x_. Using this result the rms
normalized emittance for the transverse planes can be written in a more familiar form as

e,,_ = _3' z2 x '2 - _-_,2 (2.5)

Another convention for emittance, first introduced by Lapostolle 12, is frequently used, in
which the right sides of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are multiplied by 4; in this convention the
emittance reduces to the total emittance for a beam with a uniform hard-edged distribution
in the x - x' projection. It has become more common recently to refer to the Lapostolle
definition as the 4-rms emittance.

It is easily shown that a straight line in phase space, where x o¢ x', has zero rms
emittance, whereas a nonlinear relation between x and x' gives a nonzero value, even



though the thickness of the line is zero. The definitions in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) can
be further motivated as follows. Consider an arbitrary phase-space distribution, whose
second moments are known. Suppose we want to describe the distribution using an average
ellipse, whose maximum projections on the displacement and momentum axes are chosen
to equal the rms values along these axes. This allows us to relate the second moments
of the distribution to the emittance ¢,_ of the ellipse and to the Courant-Snyder ellipse
parameters &, _, and _. Thus we require

= , (2.6)

and

x '2 = e,_/¢_, , (2.7)

The other parameter & that describes the orientation of the ellipse is kinemati-
tally related to the rate of change of the amplitude parameter _ through the expression
a = where s is the beam direction. We also use the result =
to obtain

a = (2.8)

The Courant-Snyder parameters for the ellipse are related by/3_- &2 = 1, and when
Eqs. (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) are substituted into the result, we obtain the definition of rms
emittance given by Eq. (2.5).

The usefulness of this rms emittance definition was further confirmed by Sacherer xi

and Lapostolle, 12 who showed that the rms beam size a = (_')1/2 satisfies an envelope
equation of motion, which is almost independent of the distribution. For a 2-D round
beam in a uniform focusing channel with a wave number k0, this becomes

¢2 K

a" + k2a /_272a 3 4a -" 0 , (2.9)

where K is un intensity parameter called the generalized perveance, tc be defined later.
Some useful properties of rms emittance can be obtained by differentiating Eq. (2.5)

with respect to the coordinate s along the beam direction. It can then 13 be shown that

ds2n =272ds mc 2 [-x'ffx'-"F-xx' xE] , (2.10)

where F is the total force, the sum of the external plus the space-charge force. When the
total force is linear in x, the two terms on the right side of Eq. (2.10) cancel, and there is
no rms-emittanc.___egrowth._._:..Both nonlinear forces and non-LiouviUian processes can affect
the averages x'F and xF, to make the right side of Equation 2.10 nonzero, and cause
rms-emittance growth. However, nonlinear forces will not cause emittance growth if the
two terms in brackets cancel. This is what happens when the beam reaches an equilibrium
state with a nonuniform density distribution where the space-charge force is nonlinear.

For linear external forces, the external force contribution to Eq. (2.10) cancels, leav-
ing only the space-charge force, which is nonlinear unless the spatial density distribution
is uniform. Then, the right side of the equation can be expressed in a form proportional
to the rate of change of space-charge field energy, 14 which depends on beam intensity and



on the rate of change of the spatial-density distribution. This formulation has led to some
useful analytic formulas for space-charge-induced emittance growth for beams injected into
transport and accelerator channels, as will be discussed in more detail later.

Another effect associated with time-dependent phenomena can lead to apparent
growth of rms emittance. When accelerator parameters vary with time (jitter), the beam
centroids and ellipse parameters can fluctuate with time. If the beam variations are too
fast for the measurement apparatus to resolve, this will appear as an enlarged phase-space
area and an apparent increase in rms emittance as a result of the superposition of ellipse
contours at different times. Examples include beam current variations caused by ion source
fluctuation, mechanical vibration of rf cavity elements such as drift tubes, and excitation
of higher-order cavity modes. The beam will be mismatched or missteered at certain times
and, if nonlinear external forces act on the beam, these effects can result in real growth of
rms emittance.

3 Emittance

3.1 Emittance in the DC Injector

The first accelerator subsystem in the H- injector system is the dc injector, which
must perform the functions of beam formation in an H- ion source, followed by extraction,
dc acceleration, and finally transport and matching into the first component of the linac,
the RFQ.

Some useful scaling relations have been derived for ion sources. 15,16 If the extracted
ions have a Maxwellian velocity distribution, and the beam is spatially uniform, the intrin-
sic rms-normalized emittance in each transverse plane can be written nonre]ativistically
for an assumed waiist condition at the extraction aperture as

en = 0.5r v/kT/mc 2 • (3.1.1)

The quantity r is the extraction-aperture radius, kT is the ion temperature, and
mc 2 is the ion rest energy. The space-charge-limited ion current is obtained from the
Child-Langmuir law as

I(A) = 0.00173,rv(kg) (3.1.2)

where V is the extraction voltage, d is the effective extraction gap width, and Z and A
are the charge and mass numbers (Z = 1, and A = 1 for H- ions). Keller assumes the
maximum value of r/d is constrained by the extraction aberrations to aboug unity, and
proposes an empirical electric breakdown limit of

d (cre) = 0.0014V(kV) _'_ (3.13)

Reiser uses these assumptions to derive a maximum phase-space density (current
divided by rms-normalized emittance), which is independent of extraction voltage, and
using our emittance definitions is given by

e-'-_ mm-mrad = 3.0 kT(eV)



If kT represents the actual ion temperature, Eq. (3.1.4) can be considered as a theo-
retical upper limit for ion-source phase-space density. Generally, emittance is the quantity
that is actually measured, and ion temperatures are often considered to be effective values
that include emittance growth.

The emittance of the extracted beam lr is determined by three effects: 1) the ion
temperature kT, 2) bearn-optics aberrations that produce noidinear motion during the
extraction process, and 3) time-dependent fluctuations in the plasma resulting in variations
in current and other parameters. Which effects are dominant depends on the type of ion
source and the specific design characteristics.

For a sufficiently stable and quiescient plasma, the emittance growth from fluctu-
ations, especially current fluctuations, can be kept small. If this is not the case, the
emittance will be enlarged as a result of the superposition of extracted emittances with
different orientations at different currents. For surface-type ion sources, where the H- are
mainly produced on a Cesium-coated cathode surface, bombarded by H + ions, large ion
temperatures kT > 10 eV are obtained. For volume-type sources where the H- ions are
produced mainly by charge exchange of fast cathode-produced ions on H atoms, the ion
temperatures can be kT <0.5 eV. For the surface-type sources, if the extraction optics
can be designed to minimize the effects of aberrations, the lowest measured emittance
values are collsistent with those calculated from the H- ion temperature at emission. For
volume-type sources, where the intrinsic temperatures are low, the emittance is usually
determined by the aberrations at extraction. From Eq. (3.1.1) we obtain estimates of
phase space density of 0.95 A/mm-mrad for the surface-type source (assuming kT = 10
eV), and 4.2 A/mm-mrad (assuming kT = 0.5 eV) for the volume-type source.

As a numerical example of an operating source, we consider the circular aperture mag-
netron source (surface-type source), designed by the Brookhaven group 18 for injection into
an RFQ. The reported values of x- and y-normalized 90% emittances are en(90%)Tr = 0.94
and 1.0rr mm-mrad at both 70 mA and 36 mA. The fact that emittance is independent of
current is consistent with t!,e assumption that for this source the emittances are not deter-
mined by the intrinsic ion temperature but by other effects such as aberrations. Assuming
the rms-normalized emittance equals en(90%)/4.6 (valid for a Gaussian phase-space den-
sity), and averaging over the x- and y-planes, gives etr = 0.217r mm-mrad, and at 70 mA a
brightness I/_,, =0.33 A/mm-mrad, which is about a factor of three lower than the theoret-
ical limit of 0.95 A/mm-mrad estimated above. Eq. (3.1.1) gives an effective temperature
of kT = 41 eV, compared with the estimated value of kT > 10 eV, consistent with the
hypothesis that aberrations or other effects have increased the emittance.

After the beam is extracted from the source, it is transported in the low-energy
beam transport (LEBT) section to the RFQ entrance_ where a small-diameter, converging
beam must be produced for a proper match. 19 In general two design approaches have been
considered: 1) magnetic focusing and space-charge neutralized (compensated) transport in
a plasma formed by beam-induced ionization of the residual gas, and 2) electric focusing
(which removes the background plasma) and transport with no neutralization. Both ap-
proaches have advantages and disadvantages, and most of the operational experience has
been with space-charge neutralized transport.

In space-charge neutralized transport, the H- beam ionizes the residual gas, creating
both electrons and positive ions. Initially, tlm space-charge potential of the beam drives
the electrons out and attracts the positive X<,ns. If the gas density is sufficiently high, the
positive-ion charge can build up until the space-charge forces of the beam are canceled,
with a characteristic time constant r = 1naL, of typically about 50 #sec. A steady state
,'an result, where the positive-ion density slightly exceeds the beam density, leading to



net focusing and a pinch effect. Although the space-charge forces are more than canceled,
external focusing is still required to counteract the natural tendency of the beam to diverge
because of its finite emittance. This focusing is now provided by magnetic lenses, which
are compatible with the presence of the neutralizing plasma because they do not sweep
away the posi#,ive ions.

The advantage of space-charge-neutralized transport for control of the space-charge
defocusing forces can be seen from the Kapchinskii-Vladimirskii (K-V) envelope equation
for transport of a round beam,

K
a" + k2oa- e:./fl2"),2a3 - -- = 0 (3.1.5)4a

where a is the rms beam size, k0 is a measure of the average focusing strength, and the
dimensionless generalized perveance describing the space-charge force is

K= qI
27r¢0mc 3(fl_)3 " (3.1.6)

The ratio of the space-charge to the emittance term is

[_'ra] 2
p -- K [ 2e,.,j (3.1.7)

The matched beam size in a uniform focusing channel is determined by the solution
of Eq. (3.1.5) when a" = 0, and is determined by the space-charge term when p > 1
(space-charge dominated) and by the emittance term when p < 1 (emittance dominated).

As an example, consider 50 keV and 50 mA of H- beam with an rms-normalized
emittance of ¢nTr - 0.27r mm-mrad. Assuming solenoid focusing in a smooth approximation
with a magnetic field of 1 T and solenoids that occupy half the space, we assume that

eB

ko = 2v'zp"_rnc'7 = 11.3 m -1 (3.1.8)

where a l/v/2 accounts for the filling factor of the solenoids. With no neutralization the
full space-charge force is present, and we obtain K = 0.0032, a matched beam size of
a = 2.6 mm, and the ratio of the space-charge to emittance term is p -- 13.5. The beam
is space-charge dominated and it will be more difficult to focus it to a small diameter for
matching into an RFQ. An interesting quantity is the space-charge potential between the
center and the edge of the beam, which is

I

AC = 47r_0cfl = 150 V . (3.1.9)

For space-charge-neutralized transport the steady-state space-charge potential is not
zero but is estimated as AC = kTeie. The electron temperature can be estimated 2° from

the relation kTe/e = 0.67 [VbVi/(Mb/Me)] 1/2, where Vb is the beam energy, Vi is the
ionization potential of the background gas, and Mb and Me are the masses of the beam
ions and electrons. Using the ionization potential of molecular hydrogen of Vi = 15.4 eV,
we obtain kTe = 13.6 GV. From Eq. (3.1.9) the residual or effective current of 4.6 mA is
obtained, with a corresponding effectice perveance of K = 0.00029. The rms beam size



becomes a = 1.34 mm, and the ratio p - 0.33, ie. an emittance-dominated beam that is
easier to focus into the RFQ.

Space-charge neutralization is easy to implement, by simply increasing the gas pres-
sure, either by control of the pumping rate or by deliberately introducing a background
gas. But there are significant disadvantages such as 1) difficulty in providing constant and
uniform gas density, 2) stripping loss of the H- beam, and 3) instability and emittance
growth from the associated plasma fluctuations. 21

The dominant emittance growth mechemism for space-charge-neutralized transport,
identified by Allison, 22 is the variation of the output ellipse orientation caused by fluctu-
ations in either the current from the ion source or the fraction of neutralization. As a
result, the time-averaged phase-space area is increased, and this corresponds to an appar-
ent growth of emittance. Allison quotes a frequency range of about 1 to 1000 kHz for these
fluctuations.

In addition to the fast current fluctuations, the amount of space-charge neutraliza-
tion, the corresponding effective current, and the output phase-space ellipse parameters
vary with time for a pulsed ion source. When the pulse length is small compared with the
space-charge neutralization time constant r (typically about 50 #sec), the output ellipse
parameters correspond approximately to unneutralized (full space-charge) transport. For
pulse lengths large compared to r, the average ellipse is dominated by the steady-state
(space-charge neutralized transport). For pulse lengths near r, one can observe strong
variations of thc ellipse parameters throughout the pulse as the beam approaches equilib-
rium. These time variations as the neutralization varies from 0 to near 100% have been
measured. 23 If the time resolution of the emittance measurement exceeds the pulse length,
these variations result in apparent emittance growth. Nevertheless this effect causes a
time-dependent beam mismatch at the entrance to the RFQ, which generally would result
in time-dependent emittance growth within the RFQ.

The main emittance growth concern for the unneutralized transport with electrostatic
focusing is from aberrations. 24 The main problem area may be the final match into the
RFQ, which requires a large beam within the final lens to obtain a small beam diameter
inside the RFQ. A second source of potential emittance growth also occurs when the beam
is expanded before final matching into the RFQ, and space-charge field energy is converted
to thermal energy in the beam. 25,14

3.2 Emittance in the RF Linac

The conventional high-current rf ion-linac configuration begins with a dc injector
and is followed by the radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) linac 26,27 used to bunch and
accelerate the beam from 100 keV or below to a few MeV for protons. The RFQ uses rf
electric-quadrupole fields to provide strong focusing for low-velocity particles. To maintain
the acceleration efficiency and transverse focusing at higher energies, the drift-tube linac
(DTL) with magnetic quadrupole lenses within the drift tubes becomes a better choice.
The RFQ-to-DTL transition can occur at a few MeV for a proton or H- beam. At much
higher energies, the rf-power efficiency of the DTL decreases below that of the coupled-
cavity linac (CCL) structures. 2s The transition from DTL to CCL becomes attractive at
about 100 MeV for a proton linac.

The transverse emittance growth mechanisms in a high-intensity linac can be sep-
arated into three _eneral categories: 1) effects in a perfect linac with aligned and rms-
matched beams, 2) effects for misaligned and rms-mismatched beams, and 3) effects asso-
ciat _d with misalignments and errors in the linac structure.



When comparing emittance-growth effects, one should be cautious about making
general conclusions as to which mechanisms are most important, because different factors
can dominate in different accelerators. The primary sources of transverse emittance growth
in a perfect linac with no misalignments and no field errors are generally from self forces
and rf forces. Both forces are nonlinear, couple the degrees of freedom, and are the cause
of emittance growth because the transverse oscillation frequencies depend on amplitude
(nonlinearities), and on the other coordinates (coupling). A resulting decoherence of trans-
verse oscillations for different particles causes distortion of the initial phase space, unless
the distribution is already internally matched to these forces.

For high-current linacs we will be concerned with emittance growth resulting from
self forces as the dominant effect. In general the self forces include both electric and mag-
netic forces. The latter are usually much smaller in a proton linac, so we will refer to these
self forces just as space-charge forces. We begin by discussing space-charge-induced emit-
tance growth with a qualitative discussion of beam matching into an accelerator channel.
We distinguish between what we will call internal matching and rms matching. Inter-
ned matching constrains the 6-D phase-space distribution so that the isodensity contours
coincide with the particle phase-space trajectories. For an internally matched beam the
distribution will be in equilibrium in the accelerator channel, and no emittance growth will
occur, even though nonlinear forces may act on the beam. Such an equilibrium distribu-
tion is independent of time (stationary) if the focusing is uniform along the accelerator,
or is periodic for a periodic-focusing channel. Examples of equilibrium distributions have
been studied for 2-D transport channels. 29 The most frequently studied is the K-V distri-
bution, which, unfortunately is physically unrealistic because the beam is distributed on
the surface of a hyperellipsoid in 4-D phase space, resulting in no particles in the central
core of the 4-D space. This distribution results in uniform ellipses for all 2-D projections. 3°

Given a beam that is not internally matched, one would like to be able to transform
it into an internally matched, equilibrium distribution for the given accelerator channel,
without increasing the rms emittance in the process. We do not know whether it is even
possible in principle to perform such a transformation, without accompanying emittance
growth. Nevertheless, it is feasible to match the rms beam sizes in each degree of freedom.
This is accomplished by providing a beam-optics transformation, so that the rms sizes are
exactly right to balance the sum of the focusing, space-charge, and emittance terms in the
rms-envelope equations. In a uniform focusing channel the matched rms sizes are then
constant. In a periodic channel the rms sizes will undergo a periodic flutter about their
average values. An rms-matched beam is not necessarily internally matched. If it is not,
the beam distribution is not in equilibrium, and the beam will evolve with the possibility of
irreversible emittance growth. Nevertheless, rms matching is an important characteristic
of an internally matched equilibrium distribution, and injection of an rms-matched beam
can be considered a first approximation to providing the desired internally matched beam.

Numerical simulations of nonequilibrium linac beams show that such beams do evolve
to quasi-equilibrium distributions, which change only slowly as the beam is accelerated.
The evolution of the beams is usually accompanied by rms-emittance change as a result of
both nonlinearity and coupling between degrees of freedom. Experience has shown that the
velocity distributions of the final beams are Maxwellian-like and when focusing is linear,
the spatial distribution of a space-charge-dominated beam consists of an approximately
uniform charge-density core of density n. The density decreases to zero over a finite
distance approximately equal to the Debye length )_D given nonrelativistically by Eq. (2.2).
For space-charge-dominated beams AD << a, and the equilibrium spatial distribution is
approximately uniform with a sharp falloff at the edges. For emittance-dominated beams



,kD >> a, and the Debye tail occupies essentially the entire spatial extent of the beam,
resulting in a peaked Gaussian-like charge density. Among 2-D continuous equilibrium
beams, the K-V distribution is anomalous because it is always uniform in its projection to
real space, regardless of the relative importance of emittance and space charge. However,
this distribution does not correspond to the final equilibrium state of beams observed in
numerical simulation studies.

It is further observed in numerical simulation that the emittance growth of beams
that evolve to a final equilibrium distribution is associated mostly with a halo of low-
density particles in phase space. 'this halo is especially undesirable for high-duty-factor
linacs because it results in particle losses on Zhe accelerator walls and radioactivation of
the accelerator.

In early emittance growth studies 31'a2 oi" error-free, high-current proton drift-tube
linacs, it was concluded that emittance growth caused by the transverse rf forces was
small. Nonlinear space-charge forces, associated with longitudinal to transverse coupling,
were identified as the primary source of the observed transverse emittance growth. Chas-
man also found that this emittance-growth mechanism leads to a lower limit for the output
emittance as input emittance is decreased at qxed beam current. Later studies 33 showed
that emittance growth from longitudinal to transverse coupling could be physically cor-
related with the dependence of the transverse oscillation frequency on the longitudinal
position of the particles in the btmch. Furthermore, the results were not very sensitive to
the input particle distribution.

An observation of longitudinal emittance decrease associated with the transverse
emittance increase led to the suggestion of equipartioning. 34 In this picture the emittance
changes are the result of the evolution of a high-current beam towards an equilibrium dis-
tribution in which approximate kinetic-energy balance in the center of mass, or equipar-
tioning, would be established. This suggests that if the input beam could be equipartioned
in the accelerator in addition to being rms matched, there would result a better approxima-
tion to the ideal internally matched beam, and therefore space-charge induced emittance
growth would be minimized.

Equipartitioning would mean that the mean-square center-of-mass velocities in each
degree of freedom would be equal. This corresponds to the condition that

a_e_ = a_¢_ = a,e, (3.2.1)

where az,a_, and a, are phase advances per focusing period, associated with both the
focusing and the space-charge forces. For a given set of input beam emittances, ez, ey, and
e_. and a given beam intensity, the condition given by Eq. (3.2.1) imposes a constraint on
the relative focusing forces in the three degrees of freedom of the accelerator channel. Thus,
while rms matching is achieved by providing a suitable beam-optical matching section
before the beam is injected into the linac, the equipartitioning condition depends both on
the input beam, through the beam curre__ a, ld the emittances, and the accelerator design,
which determines the focusing and the phase advan,, es.

Additional understanding of the equipartitioning dynamics was obtained from the
work of Hofmann, 35 who identified the longitudinal-to-transverse space-charge coupling
effects with coherent coupling instabilities associated with anisotropy in the beam. Un-
derlving this approach is a particular point of view for the description of the emittance
growth. " The idea is that the emittance growth is the result of the excitation of unstable
collective modes of oscillation of the beam. The beam is characterized by an infinite num-
ber of eigenmodes of collective oscillation. For example, a dipole mode corresponds to tire
displacement of the centroid and coherent oscillations of the whole beam about the axis as



a result of the external focusing forces. Also there are higher-order modes, some of which
are internal, involving radial and azimuthal (quadrupole, sextupole, etc.) density oscilla-
tions of the beam. The first reported study of such modes for a 2-D round K-V distribution
in a uniform focusing channel was made by Gluckstern, 37 who identified many modes and
derived their stability characteristics. Studies for the K-V beam in a quadrupole channel
have also been made. 38 Some of the modes were found to be unstable at a certain thresh-
old values of intensity. Numerical simulation is always required to determine whether an
unstable mode produces emittance growth before the beam stabilizes.

The existence of unstable collective modes with different intensity thresholds suggests
that it is predominantly through these instabilities involving the internal rearrangement
of the beam distribution that the nonlinear space-charge forces cause emittance growth. 36
This picture is useful if it can be determined which modes are easily excited and accom-
panied by significant emittance growth, and which are relatively harnfless and lead to
redistribution of charge without much growth.

With this background in mind, Hofmann studied the K-V distribution with an asym-
metry between the x- and y-planes and derived the instability thresholds for the different
modes. Although the studies correspond to continuous beams in an x-y geometry, Hofmarm
found that the same instability thresholds were approximately valid for the r-z geometry
of a bunched beam. It was found that equipartitioned beams were stable with respect to
these instabilities, and that generally the requirement for avoiding emittance growth even
allowed some relaxation of exact equipartitioning. The predictions of Hofmann's model
were further tested for high-current beams in drift-tube linacs with constant accelerat-
ing fields by Jameson, 39 who confirmed that equipartitioned input beams produced the
minimum emittance growth, while non-equipartitioned beams could produce a significant /
transfer of energy and emittance between the longitudinal and transverse planes. Jameson
showed from simulation how the parameters of the non-equipartitioned accelerating beam

by the mode-stability plots derived by Hofmama. Thiscan change in the space defined 35
behavior can be complicated and makes it difficult to derive simple design guidelines for
avoidance of emittance growth. Perhaps the simplest design approach is to require exact
equipartitioning as defined by Eq. (3.2.1). A less restrictive guideline is suggested by Hof-
mann, whose conservative criterion is that energy anisotropy is generally tolerable when
the phase advance ratio atat < 1 where at and at are the phase advances for longitudinal
and transverse motion respectively. The growth times from numerical simulation were
typically about 1 to 2 transverse oscillation periods.

Later, a second space-charge-induced emittance-growth mechanism was discovered 25,14
that even affects beams that are both rms matched and symmetric or equipartitioned, but
are internally mismatched. This mechanism has been called charge redistribution. When
a beam is injected into a transport or accelerator channel, the charged beam particles, be-
having like a plasma, adjust their positions to shield the external fields from the interior of
the beam. For linear external fields in the extreme space-charge (zero-emittance) limit, this
implies a charge rearrangement to a uniform density to produce a linear space-charge field
for exact shielding. Finite emittance beams are observed in numerical simulation to evolve
to an internally matched charge density with a central uniform core and a finite thickness
boundary, whose width is about equal to the Debye length. The rms-emittance growth
arises from the nonlinear space-charge fields while the beam has nonuniform density and
is undergoing internal plasma oscillations. The emittance growth can also be described as
the result of the decoherence of the plasma oscillation phazes for particles with different
amplitudes, resulting in distortion of the phase-space area. This mechanism of emittance
growth has the smallest known growth time; the full emittance growth occurs during only



one-quarter of a plasma period, followed by damped oscillations of the emittance for typi-
cally ten or so additional plasma periods. In a high-current linac the full growth can occur
within a single cell. This mechanism can become important when beams that have been
internally matched to very strong focusing channels are injected after rms matching into
weaker focusing channels. In the strong focusing channel where the matched beam size is
small, the emittance term in the envelope equation dominates over the space-charge term,
and the equilibrium distribution has a strongly peaked, spatial density, generally having
the appearance of a Gzu_iah distribution. In the weak focusing channel the rms beam size
is large, the spuce-charge term dominates over the emittance term, and the corresponding
equilibrium distribution is nearly uniform.

If the rms-matched input beam has the peaked spatial profile characteristic of the
strong focusing channel, the beam density will change from peaked to nearly uniform in the
weak focusing channel, and the change in shape of the distribution can be used to calculate
the emittance growth. This results from the fact that, for a fixed rms beam size, the
space-charge field energy is minimum for a uniform beam and increases as beams become
more nonuniform. The evolution of the beam from peaked to uniform is accompanied
by conversion of space-charge field energy to center-of-mass kinetic energy, which causes
an increase in temperature and emittance. The emittance growth for a spherical bunch
containing N particles, each with charge q, is obtained from the expression 4°

e"'----LI= 1 + q2NaU,,i/60v/'57reo73mc2e2_, i (3.2.2)

where a is the rms beam size and Uni is the initial nonlinear field-energy parameter,
a function only of the shape of the initial distribution. Emittance growth from charge
redistribution is sensitive to the initial spatial charge density. For an initial Gaussian
profile, U,.,i = 0.308, whereas for a uniform density Uni = 0.0.

To avoid emittance growth from charge redistribution it is necessary either to avoid
transitions to accelerator channels with weaker focusing, or always to provide input beams
with spatial profiles that are as uniform as possible. Other guidelines for minimizing
emittance growth from charge redistribution can be inferred from Eq. (3.2.2). For a given
beam current I, defined as the average value over an rf period, the number N of particles
per bunch is given by N = I,k/qc, where )_ is the rf wavelength. Equation (3.2.2) predicts
that the emittance growth is less at high frequencies, a result that appears because a high
frequency linac has less charge per bunch for a given current. This condition was first
reported 33 in studies of emittance growth that probably included equipartitioning effects,
and is more generally valid than for the charge-redistribution effect alone. Equation (3.2.2)
also shows that larger beams are more susceptible to increased emittance growth from
nonlinear space-charge forces.

Numerical simulation studies of transverse emittance growth in an RFQ linac have
also been reported. 41 The main features are: 1) the emittance growth is predominantly
caused by space-charge forces, 2) most of the growth occurs while bunching the beam and
is a strong function of the longitudinal beam size, 3) the growth is weakly dependent on the
beam current, 4) above a certain current the growth is almost independent of the initial
distribution, and 5) as for the drift-tube linac the final emittance approaches a lower limit
as the initial emittance approaches zero at fixed beam current. The emittance growth in
the RFQ bunching section may be a combination of the equipartitioning effect and charge
redistribution as the bunching forces increase the peak value of the beam current and
drive the beam into a more space-charge-dominated regime. A oemi-empirical emittance



growth formula was obtained 41 based on Eq. (3.2.2), which is in good agreement with
the numerical simulation results. This formula shows the advantage of high frequency and
strong focusing for control of space-charge-induced emittance growth in the RFQ.

Next we discuss the additional emittance growth experienced by beams that are mis-
aligned or rms mismatched. Misalignment results in a beam which undergoes coherent
oscillations about the axis. These oscillations produce emittance growth if there are exter-
nal forces that are nonlinear or couple the degrees of freedom. Then the misalignments put
the beam iz:tto regions where the nonlinearities and coupling terms have a greater effect on
the motion. Both nonlinearity and coupling are characteristic properties of the transverse
rf-defocusing forces in the rf gaps, and therefore in practice additional emittance growth
does result from beam misalignment. Consequently, particles at different transverse dis-
_ances from the axis, and with different values of the longitudinal coordinate or phase,
rotate in phase space at different frequencies. An initial ellipse eventually becomes dis-
torted, resulting in an increase in rms emittance. Space-charge forces do not contribute to
additional emittance growth for misaligned beams. Forces from image charges induced on
the walls by the beam are nonlinear and could produce emittance growth. These effects
are generally small for aligned beams in proton linacs, but for misaligned beams can lead
to growth. 42

If the beam is only rms mismatched, it is centered on the beam axis, but the initial
shape and orientation of the ellipse are not the same as for the matched beam at low inten-
sity. The rms beam envelope oscillates as the mismatched ellipse rotates in phase space.
For a space-charge-dominated beam the mismatch oscillations are plasma oscillations. Ad-
ditional potential energy becomes available for emittance growth of mismatched beams,
which means that rms matching of beams is very important for the control of emittance
growth.43, 44

A significant source of emittance growth from beam instability is associated with a
beam in a periodic channel. This is caused by the envelope instability, 3s,45 which occurs
as a result of excitation of coherent modes by the periodic focusing structure. Some of the
modes have nonuniform density distribution, whose nonlinear fields can produce significant
emittance growth. The safest course to avoid the resonances is to design the accelerator
channel at a zero current phase advance per focusing period, no larger than ao = 7r/2.

The final general category of emittance growth effects is the effect of linac errors.
Errors of transverse misalignment are often of most concern. They cause steering of the
beam from the nominal beam axis, and result in the same kind of emittance growth effects
as for a misaligned beam. The real cause of emittance growth is not the misalignments but
the increased nonlinearity in the transverse rf fields experienced by the misaligned beams.
In longitudinal space the corresponding effect is tank rf-phasing errors, which can increase
the phase excursions of the beam, and contribute to transverse emittance growth because of
the longitudinal-to-transverse coupling. Quadrupole gradient errors produce rms mismatch
in the beam, which increases the particle amplitudes. RF phase and amplitude errors will
produce a corresponding longitudinal mismatch, which likewise can affect the transverse
emittance because of the coupling.

Another source of error-induced emittance growth comes from quadrupole rotation
about the longitudinal axis, which causes coupling of x- and y-motions. Other effects,
such as higher (nonlinear) magnetic multipoles, some of which are magnet-fringe fields,
are usually smaller in linacs.



3.3 Emittance in Synchrotron Injector Rings

Some important emittance growth mechanisms in the injector rings include the
following. 4_

a) Mismatch of either the centroid or rms amplitude at injection into the ring, which
results in larger excursions of the beam into regions of nonlinear fields.

b) Multiple Coulomb scattering in the stripper foil during the injection process of the H-
beam.

c) Coherent transverse instabilities, which if uncorrected result in larger beam displace-
ment, _.nd nonlinear fields.

d) Increase of emittance from momentum dispersion because of the dependence of the
ellipse orientation on momentum.

e) Nonlinear space-charge-induced tune spread into resonance stop bands, which causes
the tunes of beam particles repeatedly to cross stopbands of strong resonances as
the p_rticles undergo transverse and longitudinal oscillations about the center of the
bunch. The resulting growth of betatron amplitudes exposes the beam particles to
nonlinear fields, which causes the emittance to grow.

The space-charge tune-spread mechanism is important at high intensity and is unique
to ;rcular accelerators. The resonances and nonlinear fields are caused by imperfections
in the dipole and quadrupole magnets, which form the focusing lattice. These imperfec-
tions can result from field errors and misalignments, and the real field distribution can
be described as an infinite series of multipoles (dipole, quadrupole, sextupole, octupole,
etc.). Multipole terms higher than quadrupole describe the nonlinear fields and contribute
mostly at the larger displacements from the design orbit. Each of the multipole terms can
be further decomposed into Fourier components in the azimuthal coordinate around the
ring. 47,4s Each Fourier component of a given multipole can drive the beam pa_rticles into
resonance at certain values of the particle tunes, resulting in growth of the aznplitudes,
which can eventually result in loss of the beam on the apertures. Dipole or first-order
resonances drive the beam at integer tunes, quadrupole or second-order resonances at
half-integer tunes, sextupole or third-order resonances at third-integer tunes, octupole or
fourth-order resonances at quarter-integer tunes, etc. The particle tune does not have to
lie exactly at the resonance value to be under the influence of the resonance; there is a
stopband width within which a beam particle becomes locked into the resonance and will
be driven to larger amplitudes.

In the Fermilab booster ring the spa_e-char_ge tune-shift mechanism is believed to
be the main source of intensity-dependent growth, oTwo competing effects occur after the
full beam has been injected. The beam is adiabatically bunched before acceleration to
achieve high capture efficiency, resulting in increased tune shift and tune spread because
of the reduced bunching factor in the tune-shift formula Eq. (1.4). Transverse emittance
growth occurs mostly during this time of maximum tune spread, and particle losses can
also result because of the growth in amplitudes driven by resonances whose stopbands lie
within the increased range of particle tunes. A second and beneficial effect is acceleration,
which increases the/372 factor in the tune-shift formula and, as the energy increases, the
tune spread is eventually reduced below a level where significant resonances are excited.

The transverse emittance growth occurs because of the nonlinear forces that act on
the particles_ especially when their amplitudes are large. The resonant forces drive the
particle amplitudes into the regions of stronger nonlinear fields. As can be seen from
the tune-shift formula, the emittance growth reduces the tune spread, and emittance
growth continues until eitaer the particle tunes are safely outside the resonant stopbands or



sufficient beam is lost on the apertures. For a given accelerator at a given choice of trans- !
verse zero-current tunes, there will be a characteristic maximum acceptable tune spread,

determined by the operating point and strengths of the nearby stopbands. In the Fermilab
booster the experimental relationship between emittance and intensity is linear (in accor-
dance with the tune-shift formula.) with a slope that corresponds to a limiting space-charge
tune shift of _v - -0.38.

Inspection of the tune-shift formula suggests several ways of reducing the emittance
growth. One way is to reduce the tune spread by increasing the injection energy, and this
approach is the main motivation for the project to upgrade the Fermilab linac from 200
to 400 MeV. 49 The tune-spread limit can be increased by reducing the strengths of the
nearby resonances. This can be accomplished by introducing correction magnets of the
proper multipole content and azimuthal Folxrier component to compensate for the strength

of the given stopband. This approach has been successfully implemented for the CERN
synchrotrort booster, 7 and a very large tune-shift value of Au = --0.60 was achieved after
compensating for one second-order and three third-order stopbands. Correction dipoles
are routinely used to center the orbit, which reduces the strength of first-order stop-bands
and also keeps the beam in the more linear-field region of the accelerator.

If a certain tune-spread limit is in effect for a given accelerator at a given operating
point, it is importa, xt to know what will happen to an injected beam with too small an

emittance (an emittance which results in too large a tune spread). The experience with
the Fermilab booster, described above, suggests that the emittance will grow and the tune
spread will decrease until the uncompensated stopbands are outside the tune spread of
the beam. The emittance growth within the ring appears to provide a natural stabilizing
mechanism, so external methods of spoiling the emittance before injection are unnecessary.
However, the increased emittance is not necessarily desirable, because it results in reduced
luminosity for the collider.

4 Performance of High Brightness Injectors

Having reviewed transverse emittance growth mechanisms in dc injectors, linacs,
and synchrotrons, we now follow the evolution of transverse emittance of the proton beam
through the world's highest energy accelerator system, at Fe_ilab. We recommend an ear-
lier article by Finley s° as an excellent source of material on this subject for the Fermilab _p
Tevatron collider facility. Table I shows the results of transverse emittance measurements

on the proton beam at different locations and energies at Fermilab. s°



'Table I.
Summary of Measured Transverse RMS-Normalized

Emittances in the Fermilab Accelerator Chain Given as 7re,, (mm.mrad)

Energy
Location (GEV) Horizontal Vertical
Linac In 0.00075 0.467r 0.577r
Linac Out 0.2 1.1Tr 1.17r
Booster In 0.2 2.57r
Booster Out 8 2.57r
8-GEV Line 8 1.77r to 2.57r 1.77r
8-GEV Main Ring 8 1.77r to 2.5 _r 1.3_ to 2.07r
Main Ring

Accelerated 150 2.87r
Main Ring

Coalesced 150 4.57r
Tevatron

Collider 800 57r to 10 lr 3.37r to 5.07r

The emittances in the rings quoted in Finley's article are the 6-rms values, and for
the linac are 90% values. In Table I we have divided the 6-rms values by 6 and the 90%
values by 4.6 to convert them to rms values. The 4.6 factor _ssumes Gaussian distributions.
The overall emittance growth factor from the linac input to full energy ranges from 10 to
20 in the horizontal plane and ranges from 6 to 9 in the vertical plane.

Table II shows the design rms-normalized emittances for the SSC accelerator chain.
It shows an overall growth factor of only 5, and a final emittance lower by a factor of 5
to 10 than the Fermilab value in the horizontal plane and lower by a factor of 3 to 5 in
the vertical plane. This improvement in beam quality is a significant challenge which will
require careful alignment and matching throughout the accelerator chain, and sufficient
diagnostics to understand the beam characteristics at every stage.

Table II.

Smnmary of Design Transverse RMS-Normalized
Emittances in the SSC Accelerator Chain.

Energy 7r g n,rm 8

Location (GEV) (mm.mmrad)
Linac In 0.000035 0.2
Linac Out 0.6 0.4
LEB Out 11 0.6
MEB Out 200 0.7
HEB Out 2000 0.8
Collider 20000 1.0
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